
 TokenStars announces 

partnership with Gomez Tennis 

Academy. 

 

TokenStars, the first talent management platform on 

the blockchain, signs partnership agreement with 

Gomez Tennis Academy, Florida, USA. 

 

TokenStars is pleased to announce the strategic partnership with 

Gomez Tennis Academy, based in Naples, Florida. 

https://tokenstars.com/


Gomez Tennis Academy is one of the renowned tennis educational 

institutions in the USA, founded in 2010 by Rene Gomez, who 

previously served as a coach at the Bollettieri Tennis Academy. 

While there, Rene was responsible for the daily training and 

travelling with some of the greatest players in the sport who, 

under his supervision, became top-ranked players in the world: 

Mary Pierce, Jim Courier, Tommy Haas, Max Mirnyi, Vince 

Spadea, Andre Agassi, Anna Kournikova and Monica Seles. 

http://www.gomeztennisacademy.com/


 

Rene Gomez, Head of Gomez Tennis Academy 



Today, Rene brings his extensive coaching career to new students, 

developing young juniors into Grand Slam players. Rene 

understands that, in order to develop a player for high-level 

competition, it takes enormous dedication from both coach and 

student. It is this understanding that has defined his success in 

tennis for his entire life. 

In order to help junior athletes focus on their professional career, 

Gomez Tennis Academy and TokenStars took a strategic decision 

to partner and support promising junior players in funding their 

financial expenses during studies in the Academy. In addition to 

that, TokenStars will provide marketing promotion for the 

Academy’s players. 

First results of the partnership are already on the plate. Two 

promising players from the Academy, Alexander Bernard and Blu 

Baker, have already joined the TokenStars scouting system. 

We are honored to announce this partnership and we are sure that 

mutual sharing of the experience and expertise will help both 

https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/34/
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/47
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/47


TokenStars and Gomez Tennis Academy in the successful growth 

of their businesses in the long-term perspective. 

 


